A good insight in regional HIV transmission dynamics is important for policy decisions and improved prevention and testing strategies. We present the phylogenetic analysis of a well characterized and dense sampled population of most newly diagnosed HIV patients in Belgium. The patient population consisted of 1,665 individuals newly diagnosed with HIV-1 in 2013, 2014, and 2015 for whom baseline resistance testing has been performed, which is a standard procedure in Belgium. Protease-RT sequences as well as clinical and epidemiological data were collected. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis was performed on concatenated protease-RT sequences trimmed to a total length of 876 nucleotides. Clusters of at least two sequences with a bootstrap value \>0.97 and a mean pairwise distance \<0.015 were considered as transmission pairs or clusters (*n*= 177). Since the major aim of the work was a better insight on ongoing HIV transmission, occasional sequences with a genetic distance to the closest relative in the cluster of \> 0.030 were removed and considered as individual sequences. Based on tree topology, bootstrap and distance analysis, 873 individual sequences, 93 pairs, 67 small clusters (three to seven individuals), and 17 large clusters (more than seven individuals) were identified. The median cluster size for small and large cluster was respectively 4 (IQR: 3--6) and 10 (IQR: 9--19). Comparison of the characteristics of patients on individual branches and patients in clusters (less than two individuals) revealed that clustered patients are more frequently male (92.6 vs. 65.8 per cent), MSM (77.2 vs. 41.3 per cent), of Belgian origin (68.2 vs. 32.8 per cent), self-reporting infection in Belgium (95.1 vs. 47.4 per cent), infected with subtype B or F (respectively 69.0 vs. 40.5 per cent and 18.8 vs. 2.8 per cent), diagnosed with an infection of \<6 months (55.4 vs. 28.8 per cent). They have higher CD4 counts (mean 487 vs. mean 376) and higher viral load (mean log 4.93 vs. 4.73). There was no difference in presence of transmitted drug resistance. This study confirms the current epidemiological knowledge of local spread of HIV-1 in Belgium and provides a solid base for more in-depth characterization of transmission and for future real-time follow-up of cluster dynamics.
